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Abstract— In video coding, the in-loop filtering has emerged
as a key module due to its significant improvement on compression performance since H.264/Advanced Video Coding. Existing
incorporated in-loop filters in video coding standards mainly
take advantage of the local smoothness prior model used for
images. In this paper, we propose a novel adaptive loop filter
utilizing image nonlocal prior knowledge by imposing the lowrank constraint on similar image patches for compression noise
reduction. In the filtering process, the reconstructed frame is
first divided into image patch groups according to image patch
similarity. The proposed in-loop filtering is formulated as an
optimization problem with low-rank constraint for every group
of image patches independently. It can be efficiently solved by
soft-thresholding singular values of the matrix composed of image
patches in the same group. To adapt the properties of the input
sequences and bit budget, an adaptive threshold derivation model
is established for every group of image patches according to
the characteristics of compressed image patches, quantization
parameters, and coding modes. Moreover, frame-level and largest
coding unit-level control flags are signaled to further improve the
adaptability from the sense of rate-distortion optimization. The
performance of the proposed in-loop filter is analyzed when it
collaborates with the existing in-loop filters in High Efficiency
Video Coding. Extensive experimental results show that our
proposed in-loop filter can further improve the performance of
state-of-the-art video coding standard significantly, with up to
16% bit-rate savings.
Index Terms— High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC), in-loop
filter, nonlocal, singular value decomposition (SVD), video coding.

I. I NTRODUCTION
LOCK-BASED transforms have been widely used in
most popular video coding standards, e.g., H.264/
Advanced Video Coding (AVC) [1] and High Efficiency
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Video Coding (HEVC) [2], because it can exploit the
correlation among pixels and hence improve the performance
of video communication systems [3]. Due to coarse quantization and motion compensation, many compression artifacts,
such as blocking, ringing, and blurring, are introduced at
medium and low bit rates. In-loop filters have become essential
video coding tools, which can not only improve the quality
of decoded frames directly by reducing the compression
artifacts but also provide high-quality reference frames for
succeeding pictures to directly save coding bits by motion
compensation.
The first in-loop filter adopted into video coding standards
is deblocking filter (DF) [4] in H.264/AVC, which applies a set
of low-pass filters to 4 × 4 block boundaries adaptively based
on the characteristics of reconstructed samples on both sides of
block boundaries, and coding information, such as prediction
modes and motion vectors. Although additional computational
complexity is introduced, DF can obviously improve the
subjective quality of decoded videos and achieve significant
bit-rate saving. The latest generation video coding standard,
HEVC, also adopts the DF as the first in-loop filter, which is
extended to be performed on 8 × 8 block boundaries to reduce
the number of deblocking operations. Besides the DF specially
designed for blocking artifacts, HEVC further adopts another
nonlinear in-loop filter, sample adaptive offset (SAO) [5],
to further reduce the coding artifacts after DF. SAO derives
offset values for different regions of reconstructed frames
from DF by minimizing mean sample distortions with original
images, and modifies reconstructed samples by conditionally
adding the corresponding offset value to each sample after the
application of the DF. These offset values need to be coded
and transmitted to decoders.
During the development of HEVC, different kinds of in-loop
filters have been discussed. Adaptive loop filter (ALF) [6] had
ever been adopted as the third in-loop filter after SAO in the
early stage of HEVC, which is a Wiener-based adaptive filter
to minimize the mean square errors between original samples
and reconstructed samples from SAO. To adapt to different
image structures, ALF derives up to 16 filters for different
areas of luminance component. Similar to SAO, the derived
filter parameters need to be transmitted to decoders, which will
introduce a relatively large overhead. To achieve better coding
performance, these areas are further merged based on ratedistortion (RD) costs at encoder side to reduce the number
of filters, which can not only reduce the overhead of ALF
but also decrease the adaptability of ALF for different image
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contents. To ensure the improvement for coding efficiency,
different ON / OFF control flags are designed in syntax, such as
picture-level control, quadtree-based control [7], and largest
coding unit (LCU)-level control [8], and the values that are
determined based on RD costs at the encoder side. For
example, the flag of picture-level control is true only if the
RD costs decrease when ALF is applied to the current picture.
Although ALF is well designed to adapt to different image
contents, the adaptability of ALF is actually limited by the
large overhead of side information (e.g., filter parameters and
control flags).
To improve the performance of in-loop filters, substantial research has been proposed in studies [9]–[15].
Our previous work [9] takes advantage of temporal correlation
between adjacent video frames to reduce the overhead of ALF
by reusing the ALF parameters in previously encoded frames.
In [10], a high-level syntax structure, adaptation parameter
set (APS), is specially designed for picture-adaptive data,
including ALF and SAO parameters, which makes in-loop filter parameters reuse more flexible with APS indices. Considering the high efficiency of well-known nonlocal means (NLM)
filter [11] in denoising problem, Matsumura et al. [12] first
introduced NLM filter into HEVC to compensate for the
shortcomings of the existing in-loop filters based only on
image local smoothness prior models. The NLM filter takes
weighted average of nonlocal similar image patches to reduce
compression artifacts in which the weights are determined
by the similarity of image patches located at the source and
target coordinates. The nonlocal-based in-loop filter is further
improved by delicately designing patch shapes, search window
shapes, and optimizing filter ON / OFF control module based
on RD costs [13]. Han et al. [14] also utilized the nonlocal
similar image patches in a quadtree-based Kuan’s filter to
suppress compression artifacts by adaptively combining the
pixels restored by NLM filter and reconstructed pixels according to the variance of image signals and quantization noise.
Many other denoising methods [16]–[23] based on nonlocal
similarity are proposed as a postprocessing filter to improve
image visual quality.
During recent years, image low-rank prior models have
been widely used in image restoration field and have achieved
significant improvement [24]–[27]. Guo et al. [24] utilized
low-rank approximation to remove Gaussian noise with independent identical distribution. Ren et al. [25] explored image
low-rank prior model and designed a postprocessing filter to
reduce compression noise in JPEG images. Dong et al. [26]
utilized low-rank constraint as a regularization term in compressive sensing to restore high-quality images. However, these
methods usually use a global parameter, i.e., a threshold or a
regularization parameter, to control the importance of low-rank
constraint in objective functions, and the parameters need to
be manually adjusted to get satisfactory results.
In this paper, we take advantage of image low-rank
prior model and propose an ALF by collaboratively filtering nonlocal image patches with content-dependent parameters to improve the performance of video coding. The
proposed in-loop filter is named nonlocal ALF (NALF).
In the proposed method, a reconstructed picture is first divided

into image patches, and for each patch, we find the K
most similar patches to form an image patch group, which
is rearranged into a matrix. The compression artifacts are
reduced by jointly minimizing the mean square errors between
reconstructed samples and latent original samples and the rank
of a similar image patch matrix. The optimization problem
is solved by soft thresholding the singular values of image
patch matrix. We further derive adaptive parameters for every
group of image patches according to the statistical characteristics of reconstructed samples and coding information, i.e.,
intra coding/inter coding and quantization parameters (QPs).
To achieve better coding performance, we also add ON / OFF
control flags in syntax at different levels, i.e., frame level and
LCU level, which are determined based on RD costs of NALF
at the encoder side. Finally, we integrate the proposed method
into HEVC reference software at different positions relative to
other in-loop filters, and analyze the impacts of the proposed
in-loop filter on coding performance when it cooperates with
others.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section II introduces the framework of the proposed low-rankbased NALF. Section III introduces the adaptive parameter
derivation and ON / OFF control design for NALF. Extensive
experimental results and analyses are reported in Section IV,
and Section V concludes this paper.
II. F RAMEWORK OF L OW-R ANK -BASED
N ONLOCAL A DAPTIVE L OOP F ILTER
In this section, we first introduce the problem formulation
of low-rank-based image denoising, and then introduce the
framework of the proposed NALF in hybrid video coding.
A. Problem Formulation of Low-Rank-Based
Image Denoising
In low-rank-based image denoising, a noisy image, I y , is
first divided into patches with the size of p × p, which are
denoted by center patches. These image patches are extracted
every s pixels in raster scanning order, and s is referred to
as neighbor distance, which is used to describe the extent of
overlapping. For each noisy center patch, yi , we find K-nearest
neighbors (KNNs) surrounding it according to the L2 norm
distance of image patches
d( yi , y j ) =  yi − y j 22 .

(1)

These KNNs of yi construct an image patch group, G i , and
are arranged into a matrix
 (1) (2)
(K ) 
(2)
YG i = yG i , yG i , . . . , yG i
where YG i is a matrix with the size of p2 × K by arranging
every image patch in group G i as a column vector. The image
patch grouping procedure is shown in Fig. 1. The noise-free
version of YG i is denoted by XG i
YG i = XG i + NG i

(3)
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Fig. 2. Framework of HEVC (ALF has been removed from HEVC standard).
Fig. 1. Image patch grouping procedure, searching K similar patches for
every center patch (red patch) in a neighborhood (yellow region) around it.

where NG i is the compression noise in these image patches.
The denoising problem with low-rank constraint can be formulated for every group of image patches independently as
min rank(XG i ), s.t. YG i − XG i 22 ≤ γ σn
XG i

(4)

where rank(XG i ) represents the rank of matrix XG i . σn is the
standard deviation of noise and γ is a constant.
The rank of a matrix X is equal to the number of its nonzero
singular values, i.e., the number of nonzero diagonal elements
in matrix  of the singular value decomposition (SVD) of X,
as in
X = UV∗

(5)

where U and V are the two unitary square matrices (V∗ is the
conjugate transpose of V). Therefore, rank(X) is the L0 norm
of the vector (named singular value vector) composed of
diagonal elements of , which makes the objective function
in (4) an NP-hard problem. The nuclear norm of singular
value vector of XG i is used instead of the L0 norm of that,
which is a widely used strategy in solving sparse constraint
problems [28]. The objective function in (4) is transformed as

XG i =

arg min YG i − XG i 22
XG i

+ γ XG i ∗

(6)

where the second term is the nuclear norm [29] of the
matrix XG i , which is defined as
N
 

∗
λk
XG i ∗ = tr XG i XG i =

(8)
(9)
(10)

To solve the optimization problem in (6), SVD is first
applied to the image patch matrix, YG i , to generate matrices,
UG i , G i , and VG i as in (8). Second, the soft-thresholding
operation, SoftThr(·), is further applied to the singular

(11)

The matrix G i ,τ (k) is composed of the shrunken singular
values, λk,τ (k) , at diagonal positions. Finally, the image patch
matrix with noise mitigation is reconstructed via (10) with the
shrunken singular value matrix, G i ,τ (k) . This procedure can
be performed iteratively until a specified termination criterion
is satisfied. Considering the computational complexity, we
apply the above operations in (8)–(10) to every group only
once, without iterations.
Since the image patches in groups are overlapped, there
may be multiple filtered values for one sample. Therefore, the
weighted average of multiple filtered sample values is utilized
to reconstruct a high-quality image [25]

wk 
xk (i  , j  )
(12)

x (i, j ) =
k∈i, j

where wk is the weight for filtered samples in image patch 
xk ,
and i, j is a set composed of the image patches that include
the image pixel 
x (i, j ). Coordinates (i, j ) and (i  , j  ) indicate
the same sample under the whole image and the image
patch coordinate systems, respectively. The weight, wk , is
determined according to the rank of the matrix composed of
similar image patches in one group
wk =

where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix, λk is the kth diagonal
element in the singular matrix G i of XG i , and N is the
number of diagonal elements in G i .
Many algorithms have been proposed to solve the
optimization problem with low-rank constraint in (6) in the
studies [28], [30], [31]. In this paper, we take the softthresholding method in [28] due to its computation efficiency.
The problem in (6) is solved as follows:
G i ,τ 0 = SoftThr(G i , τ )

XG i = UG i G i ,τ V∗G i .

Dτk (λk ) : λk,τ (k) = max(|λk | − τ (k), 0).

(7)

k=0

SVD(YG i ) = UG i G i V∗G i

value matrix, G i , to derive the shrunken matrix, G i ,τ .
Herein, SoftThr(G i , τ ) is a function that shrinks the diagonal
elements of G i according to the threshold τ . Specially,
the kth diagonal element in G i is shrunken by a nonlinear
function, Dτ (k) (·), at level τ (k)

1
max
S

1−

r
WG i

,

1
WG i

, xk ∈ G i

(13)

where r is the rank of the matrix YG i , and S is a normalized
constant. Here, WG i is the minimum dimension of matrix YG i
WG i = min( p 2 , K ).

(14)

B. Framework of the Proposed Nonlocal
Adaptive Loop Filter
Fig. 2 shows the framework of HEVC, where ALF has
been removed from the final HEVC standard. There are three
loop filters, i.e., DF, SAO, and ALF, which take effects
sequentially on reconstructed pictures. Our proposed NALF
is also a sequential one between reconstructed picture module
and reference picture buffer module. Specially, the proposed
NALF can achieve better performance when placed between
DF and SAO based on our experimental results. We denote the
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Fig. 4. Framework of the proposed NALF, with the red boxes highlighting
our contributions.

noise levels usually distribute around image edges and texture
regions, while lower noise levels usually exist in smooth areas.
In addition, another obvious phenomenon is that there are
approximate noise levels in image area with similar structures,
e.g., along edges.
Therefore, we propose an NALF based on the low-rank
constraint, which estimates threshold for every group of image
patches with the following formulation:
τG i (k) =
Fig. 3.
Standard deviations of compression noise in one video frame
of BQMall compressed by HEVC at QP = 37. (a) Decoded video frame.
(b) Standard deviation image of compression noise.

pixels in the input image of our filter as reconstructed samples,
and the output as filtered samples in the following discussion.
Chang et al. [30] have derived the optimal thresholds for
signals with different distributions
cσn2
(15)
σx
where σn and σx are the standard deviation of noise and
original signals, respectively. The parameter, c, is a constant
and varies with original signal distributions,
e.g., c = 1 for
√
Gaussian distribution signals and c = 2 2 for Laplace distribution. Although image signals cannot be accurately formulated
by only one distribution ideally, the optimal threshold in (15)
also points out that the reasonable thresholds are related to the
standard deviations of noise and signals.
Since existing image denoising work with low-rank constraint mainly focuses on dealing with general noise, such
as Gaussian noise and impulse noise, the standard deviation
of noise is simply utilized as a global parameter to control
the filtering strength, which is assumed to be known or
estimated based on the assumption that the noise is independent of image signals and follows identical distribution
in the entire image [32]–[34]. However, compression noise
is obviously correlated with image signals, which is mainly
caused by quantizing transform coefficients in block-based
hybrid video coding. Fig. 3 shows the different standard
deviations of compression noise in a video frame compressed
by HEVC intra coding at QP = 37. The standard deviation
of compression noise for every decoded pixel is calculated
in a 6 × 6 neighborhood centered at the corresponding
decoded pixel. We can see that the compression noise level
varies significantly with different image contents, and higher
τ=

2
cσn,G
i

σx,G i ,k

(16)

where σn,G i is the standard deviation of compression noise,
and σx,G i ,k is the standard deviation of original image patches
in the kth dimension of SVD space for group G i , respectively.
In the proposed method, we estimate the standard deviation of
compression noise based on three factors, i.e., the statistical
characteristics of reconstructed samples, QPs, and coding
modes (i.e., intra coding/inter coding), and find the best global
parameter c for different coding modes. Since the proposed
filter cannot ensure the reduction of compression noise for
every image patch, different ON / OFF control flags are utilized
to switch the filtering process based on RD costs. The diagram
of the proposed NALF is shown in Fig. 4, and the details of
the modules in the red boxes are introduced in Section III.
III. C ONTENT-D EPENDENT T HRESHOLD D ERIVATION
AND S YNTAX D ESIGN FOR F ILTERING C ONTROL
A. Content-Dependent Threshold Derivation
Based on the discussion in Section II-B, the standard
deviation of compression noise is obviously related to image
content and QP, because the coefficient quantization is one
of the main sources for compression noise. In this paper, we
utilize the average standard deviation of all the image patches
in one group to describe the characteristics of image content,
while the standard deviation of compression noise is utilized
to reflect compression noise levels. A statistical relationship of
compression noise level, statistics of image content, and QPs is
shown in Fig. 5 in which the video sequences are compressed
by HEVC intra coding. We can see that the compression noise
level (described by standard deviation of compression noise)
is proportional to the standard deviation of image patches
and QP. The compression noise level is higher with larger QPs.
With the same QP, the compression noise level increases with
the standard deviation of image patches. This is because the
image patches with smaller standard deviations are usually in
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF N OISE -L EVEL P REDICTION F UNCTION FOR
L UMINANCE C OMPONENT W ITH D IFFERENT F RAME T YPES

TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF N OISE -L EVEL P REDICTION F UNCTION FOR
C HROMA C OMPONENT W ITH D IFFERENT F RAME T YPES

Fig. 5. Relationship of compression noise levels, statistics of image content,
and QPs for video sequences compressed by HEVC intra coding.

smooth areas, whereas most of the prediction residuals are very
small. However, the 3D relationship is difficult to formulate
accurately with a simple function. Fortunately, there are finite
QPs for video coding standards. Therefore, we formulate the
relationship of the compression noise level and the standard
deviation of image content for every QP.
Besides quantization, inter prediction with motion compensation is also one of the sources introducing compression
noise, which may directly copy the previous decoded blocks
for reconstruction, e.g., skip mode. Since these copied blocks
may have been filtered by loop filters, the compression noise
in inter-coding frames may be different from that in intracoding frames. Therefore, we explore the compression noise
levels in different frame types (i.e., I/P/B frame). For I frame,
there is only intra prediction, and the compression noise is
generated only by quantization, whereas for P/B frame, besides
intra prediction, there are unidirectional and bidirectional inter
predictions, which may introduce compression noise from
reference frames.
We learn the relationship between compression noise level
and standard deviation of similar image patches from a
few common test sequences. These sequences are compressed by HEVC under three widely used coding configures,
i.e., all intra (AI) coding, low delay (LD) coding, and random
access (RA) coding. In AI, there is only intra prediction for all
the frames. In LD, the unidirectional inter prediction (P frame)
from the previous coded frames is utilized, while in RA, the
hierarchical bidirectional inter prediction (B frame) is utilized.
The standard deviation of a group of similar image patches is
estimated by averaging all the reconstructed image patches in
one group as follows:
K
1 
σy =
K
k=1

2

p

( yk (i ) − μk )2
i=1

p2

(17)

2

p
1 
yk (i )
μk = 2
p

(18)

i=1

where yk (i ) represents the i th pixel of image patch vector yk .
Fig. 6 shows the fitting results for compression noise level
and standard deviation of reconstructed image patches by

HEVC at QP = 32 and 37 under AI, LD, and RA coding
configurations, respectively. We can see that the power function (y = ax b ) can well fit the relationship of compression
noise levels (y) and standard deviations of reconstructed image
patches (x) at a constant QP. By comparing the fitting results
at the same QP, we can see that the compression noise
level in compressed videos with inter prediction (LD and
RA) is usually smaller than that of images compressed with
intra prediction (AI) because the prediction efficiency of inter
prediction is much higher than that of intra prediction, and
the prediction residuals are more centralized to zeros, which
makes smaller compression noise level at the same QP. We can
further estimate the compression noise level with the learned
parameters for all the QPs from 0 to 51 in HEVC and three
frame types (I/P/B frame). Tables I and II show the parts of
the fitting results for luminance and chroma components at
typical QPs utilized in HEVC common test, respectively.
The global parameter, c, in (16) also plays an important
role in the performance of compression noise reduction. Since
the inter coding takes the previous reconstructed frames as
references, which have been processed by a series in-loop
filters (DF, SAO, and ALF), the thresholds for inter-coding
frames should be smaller than that in intra-coding frames to
avoid oversmoothing. We also directly learn the best global
parameter for different coding methods (i.e., intra coding and
inter coding) based on the mean square error reduction of
filtered images. Based on the statistical results, we find that it is
useful for most cases when setting c = 6 and 8 for luminance
component and chroma component with intra-coding frame,
and c = 0.1 and 0.05 for luminance component and chroma
component with inter-coding (LD and RA) frame.
In addition, the standard deviation of original image patches
in SVD space is estimated as
 2

λG i ,k
2
− σn,G i , 0
(19)
σ x,G i ,k = max
WG i
where λG i ,k is the kth singular value of YG i . When σ x,G i ,k
is zero, we skip the soft-thresholding operation for the corresponding singular values.
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Fig. 6. Relationship of compression noise level and standard deviation of compressed image patches with HEVC at QP = 32 and 37 under AI, LD, and
RA configurations. (a) HEVC AI coding, QP = 32. (b) HEVC AI coding, QP = 37. (c) HEVC LD coding, QP = 32. (d) HEVC LD coding, QP = 37.
(e) HEVC RA coding, QP = 32. (f) HEVC RA coding, QP = 37.

TABLE III

B. Syntax Design for Filtering ON/OFF Control
Although the proposed NALF can reduce compression
noise, it is difficult to ensure distortion reduction for every
image patch. Therefore, to get better overall performance for
video coding, we design ON / OFF control flags with two levels,
i.e., LCU-level and frame-level control flags, for the proposed
NALF. For LCU-level control, we add a flag for each LCU to
switch NALF, i.e., LCU_NALF_on[i] for the i th LCU. When
the distortions of filtered LCU decrease, the corresponding
control flag is true, indicating that the NALF is applied to this
LCU, while the distortions of filtered LCU increase, its control
flag is false, indicating that the NALF is not applied to this
LCU. After the determination of all the LCUs in one image,
the reduction of RD costs is calculated as
Jc =

N


 

δ(i ) dc,i
− dc,i + λc Rc

(20)

i=0

where Jc is the RD cost reduction of the cth color component,
and N is the amount of LCUs. δ(i ) is an indicator function,
 are the
which is equal to LCU_NALF_on[i]. dc,i and dc,i
mean square errors of the i th reconstructed LCU and filtered
LCU. Rc is the amount of bits used to represent these LCU
control flags, and λc is the Lagrange factor. If Jc is smaller
than zero, a frame-level flag (Y_NALF_on, U_NALF_on,
or V_NALF_on corresponding to luminance and chroma
components) is true indicating that the NALF is applied to
current frame. Furthermore, the corresponding frame-level and
LCU-level control flags are encoded. If Jc is larger than zero,

S YNTAX S TRUCTURE FOR THE NALF C ONTROL F LAGS

the frame-level flag is false, indicating that the NALF is not
applied to current frame, and the LCU-level control flags will
not be encoded further.
In addition to LCU-level control, we also explore NALF
only with frame-level control flags. If the frame-level control
flag is true, all the LCUs need to be filtered with NALF
implicitly. Based on the compression performance, we propose
to take LCU-level control for luminance component and
frame-level control for chroma components in the final design
of NALF. The syntax structure of the NALF control flags is
shown in Table III.
Finally, we summarize the proposed algorithm at decoder
side with pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND A NALYSIS
In this section, we investigate the performance of
the proposed NALF by integrating it into HEVC reference software HM7.0, which has three in-loop filters,
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TABLE IV
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF NALF W ITH F RAME -L EVEL C ONTROL AT D IFFERENT P OSITIONS U NDER AI C ODING , A NCHOR I S HM7.0

Algorithm 1: Nonlocal Adaptive Loop Filter
Input: Reconstructed frame in previous coding stage, I y .
while colorIdx in (Y/U/V) do
Patch Extraction: Divide image into p × p center
patches with neighbor distance s and the number of
center patches is L;
Patch Match: Find K -nearest neighbors for every
center patch based on the similarity measure in Eqn.
(1);
for i = 1 to L do
2
Noise Estimation: Calculate σn,G
for image patch
i
group, G i , based on the fitting parameters and
standard deviation of noisy patches in G i ;
SVD: Apply SVD to image patch matrix YG i ;
Soft-Thresholding: Shrink the singular values of
YG i according to the thresholds derived by
Eqns.(16) and (19);
Patch Reconstruction: Reconstruct image patches
with shrunken singular values as Eqn.(10);
end
Image Reconstruction: Weighted average all the
estimated image patches via Eqn.(12);
if colorIdx is Y then
LCU Filter Control: Update reconstructed pixels
with the filtered values according to LCU control
flags;
end
Output: Decoded high quality image, I x̂
end

i.e., DF, SAO, and ALF. The widely used video sequences
in HEVC standard development are utilized as test sequences
in our experiments. There are 23 video sequences in our
experiments, which are classified into six classes, Class B∼F
is the same as that in the common test conditions (CTCs)
in [35]. In addition, we add three conference video sequences
with the resolution of 1280 × 720, which were also used in
HEVC test and denoted by class G in this paper. For every
sequence, the first 100 frames are encoded at four typical QPs,
22, 27, 32, and 37. Coding tools included in main conditions
are enabled. Three video coding configurations are utilized
in our experiments, i.e., AI, LD, and RA. The anchor is the
performance of HM7.0 with all the three in-loop filters, and the
other test conditions are the same with that in CTC. The coding

efficiency is measured by using the Bjontegaard-Delta bit-rate
measure [36]. The size of image patches is set to p = 6. For
one frame, we extract the center patches every s (s = 5) pixels
in raster scanning order. Therefore, the two neighboring center
patches are overlapped with one column/row pixels. The center
patch set of one frame can be formulated as
 = {xm,n |m, n ≡ 0(mod s), 0 ≤ m < H − p
0 ≤ n < W − p}

(21)

where xm,n is a p × p image patch, and H and W
are the image height and width, respectively. For each
center patch, the number of nearest neighbors is K = 30,
which are searched exhaustively surrounding the current
center patch with the search range [−20 20] in both
horizontal and vertical directions, respectively.
Since there have been three in-loop filters in HEVC, we try
out the four positions, i.e., before DF, between DF and SAO,
between SAO and ALF, and after ALF, to integrate our
proposed NALF, which are denoted by NALF-I, NALF-II,
NALF-III, and NALF-IV, respectively. Based on their performances, we can analyze the impacts of other in-loop filters on
the proposed NALF and find the best position for our proposed
NALF. Tables IV–VI show the overall performance of the
proposed NALF with only frame-level control at different
positions. No matter where it is placed, NALF can always
improve the coding performance of HEVC significantly. For
AI coding, NALF-I can achieve overall 4.5% bit-rate saving
for the luminance component on all the sequences compared
with that of HEVC, and especially, it achieves 6.4% bit-rate
saving for class E on average. For LD and RA cases,
NALF-II achieves the most bit-rate saving for the luminance
component on all the test sequences, 5.3% and 4.7% on
average, respectively. The proposed NALF achieves better
results when integrated before DF and directly after DF than
that of after SAO and after ALF because SAO and ALF
may have smoothed out image textures to some extent while
filtering out compression noise. Considering that inter coding
is more frequently used than intra coding, we place the
proposed NALF directly after DF to achieve better coding
efficiency.
To analyze reasonable ON / OFF control mechanism, we
further compare the coding performance of NALF-II with
LCU-level control for only luminance component (Y) and all
the three color components (YUV). Tables VII–IX show the
coding gain of the proposed NALF-II with LCU-level control,
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TABLE V
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF NALF W ITH F RAME -L EVEL C ONTROL AT D IFFERENT P OSITIONS U NDER LD C ODING , A NCHOR I S HM7.0

TABLE VI
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF NALF W ITH F RAME -L EVEL C ONTROL AT D IFFERENT P OSITIONS U NDER RA C ODING , A NCHOR I S HM7.0

TABLE VII

TABLE IX

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF NALF-II (LCU-Y) AND NALF-II
(LCU-YUV) U NDER AI C ODING , A NCHOR I S HM7.0

E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF NALF-II (LCU-Y) AND NALF-II
(LCU-YUV) U NDER RA C ODING , A NCHOR I S HM7.0

TABLE VIII
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF NALF-II (LCU-Y) AND NALF-II
(LCU-YUV) U NDER LD C ODING , A NCHOR I S HM7.0

where NALF-II (LCU-Y) and NALF-II (LCU-YUV) denote
that the LCU control is applied only to luminance component
and to all the three color components, respectively. First, by
comparing LCU-level control (Tables VII–IX) and frame-level
control (Tables IV–VI), we can see that the LCU-level control
can further improve compression performance, obviously.
NALF-II (LCU-Y) achieves about 1.4% (LD) and 0.8% (RA)
bit-rate saving for luminance component on average

compared with that of frame-level control. Since the
overhead increases with LCU control for chroma components,
NALF-II (LCU-YUV) achieves only 0.9% (LD) and
0.5% (RA) bit-rate saving for luminance component on average compared with that of frame-level control. Although there
are higher bit-rate saving in NALF-II (LCU-YUV) for chroma
components, we think it is better to apply LCU-level control
for luminance component and frame-level control for chroma
component due to the importance of luminance component.
Table X shows the detailed results of the proposed NALF
with LCU control only in luminance component sequence by
sequence when the ALF is OFF. Our proposed NALF achieves
significant improvement on all these sequences; especially,
for LD configure, the bit-rate savings are more than 10%
for a few video sequences, e.g., BQTerrace, FourPeople,
Johnny, KristenAndSara, Vidyo1, and Vidyo3. For Johnny, our
method achieves more than 16% bit-rate saving for luminance
component, because there are many repeated patterns in
this sequence, e.g., the lines in coat, which are suitable for
collaboratively filtering similar image patches. Fig. 7 shows
the Peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) curves for sequences,
Johnny, and KristenAndSara, under LD and RA configures,
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TABLE X
E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS OF THE P ROPOSED NALF-II (LCU-Y) W ITHOUT ALF IN S EQUENCE BY S EQUENCE , A NCHOR I S HM7.0 W ITHOUT ALF

Fig. 7. Luminance PSNR curve for different sequences compressed by HEVC
with and without our proposed NALF under LD and RA coding configurations, and ALF is OFF. (a) Johnny with LD coding. (b) KristenAndSara with
LD coding. (c) Johnny with RA coding. (d) KristenAndSara with RA coding.

respectively. We can see that coding performance is significantly improved in a large bit range with our proposed NALF.
Fig. 8 shows the subjective results for sequences,
Johnny, KristenAndSara, and Video3. The decoded images
in Fig. 8(a), (e), and (i) are reconstructed without any in-loop

filters, the images in Fig. 8(b), (f), and (j) are reconstructed
only with DF, the images in Fig. 8(c), (g), and (k) are
reconstructed with DF, SAO, and ALF, and the images in
Fig. 8(d), (h), and (l) are reconstructed with the proposed
NALF and all of the HEVC in-loop filters. From Fig. 8, we
can see that DF is efficient only at removing blocking artifacts,
e.g., the smooth area of the shirt in Johnny. Although SAO and
ALF are intended to deal with different types of compression
noise, e.g., blocking artifacts, ringing artifacts, mosquito noise,
and so on, their performances are limited by the relative large
overhead for offset values and filter coefficients. Our proposed
filter can efficiently remove different kinds of compression
noise, and it can also recover destroyed structures by utilizing
nonlocal similar image patches, e.g., most of the lines in the
shirt being well recovered in Fig. 8(d).
We also evaluate the computational complexity by comparing the running time for encoder and decoder, respectively. The
executable files are compiled by Microsoft Visual Studio 2010,
64 b. The tests are run on Windows 7 operating system
with 64 b, and the CPU in the test is Intel Xeon CPU E5-2670
0@2.60 GHz. Compared with HM7.0 encoding, the increment
of encoding time due to our NALF is 347% for AI, and
106% and 106% for LD and RA, respectively. Compared with
HM7.0 decoding, the increment of decoding time is more than
100 times on average, as shown in the last two rows of Table X.
Although the computational complexity is high for practical
applications based on our current implementation, there is
much room for speedup of the proposed NALF. First, we
calculate the percentage of running time for the main modules
of the proposed NALF, which is shown in Fig. 9. SVD and
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Fig. 8. Subjective image quality comparison, images in the first column reconstructed without any in-loop filters, images in the second column reconstructed
with DF, images in the third column reconstructed with DF, SAO and ALF, and images in the last column reconstructed with the proposed NALF and HEVC
in-loop filters.

Fig. 9.
NALF.

Percentage of running time for the main modules in the proposed

Patch Match (searching KNNs) are the most time consuming
modules. Herein, the computation of SVD takes up more than
80% running time of NALF, which is implemented with the
traditional iterative QR algorithm [37] in our implementation.
Some fast algorithms have been proposed for the calculation of

singular values in the literature [38], which can further reduce
its computational complexity if implemented in the proposed
work. In Patch Match module, we use the exhaustive search
to find KNNs, which can also be significantly simplified with
fast algorithms [39]. Second, the filtering operations of NALF
are group-independent for Patch Match, Noise Estimation,
SVD, and Soft-Threshold modules, and this makes parallel
implementation possible. For a Wide Video Graphics Array
(WVGA) sequence, there are more than 20 000 patch groups in
one color image with patch size p = 6, and neighbor distance
s = 5. If these image patch groups are all processed in parallel,
the running time of NALF will be reduced to 1/20 000 (it is
based on running time reduction in linear, but the running time
reduction may be a bit smaller than that in practice). Therefore,
we think it is possible for real-time video coding applications
with the proposed NALF. In this paper, we mainly focus on
the performance of NALF, and we will explore fast algorithms
for the proposed NALF as our future work, and speed it up
by implementing it with fast algorithms and in parallel, e.g.,
using Graphics processing unit (GPU).

ZHANG et al.: LOW-RANK-BASED NONLOCAL ALF

V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed an NALF based on image
low-rank prior for video compression. Every video picture
is divided into different image patch groups based on their
similarity. Soft-thresholding operation is utilized to solve the
proposed compression noise reduction problem. We propose
an efficient method to derive content-dependent thresholds for
every image patch group according to image content characteristics, QPs, and coding modes. We also explore the appropriate
position to integrate our proposed NALF in the current HEVC
framework and the filter ON / OFF control mechanism at different levels to achieve better coding performance. Experimental
results show that the proposed NALF can further improve
the compression performance for HEVC, especially for video
sequences with lots of similar structure patterns. As one of the
first attempts on the coding performance improvement utilizing
image nonlocal correlation, the proposed method also has the
computational complexity issue that should be improved in the
future. This proposes new challenges to the loop filter research
with image nonlocal correlations and opens up new space for
future exploration.
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